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One of the major problems encountered in urban mass transit ridership forecasting is the incompatibility between traffic analysis zone (TAZ) boundaries and service areas for mass transit routes. This incompatibility results in limited sensitivity of many TAZ systems to passenger access to transit and often results in erroneous ridership estimates. A method to modify existing TAZ systems to account for passenger access to specific transit routes in systemwide mass transit ridership forecasting is documented. Three problems are identified and addressed in the application of this method to conventional forecasting methods that use the four-step modeling process of trip generation, trip distribution, mode split, and trip assignment. The first problem concerns how the zone system can be modified to account for passenger access but retain both the basic structure of the TAZ system and a TAZ-based trip table through the entire four-step process. The second problem concerns how model data may be efficiently and accurately reformatted in the framework of the modified zone system. The third problem concerns the adaptation of the four-step urban transportation modeling process for execution in the modified zone system—particularly in the stages of mode split and trip assignment.

One of the major problems encountered in urban mass transit ridership forecasting is the incompatibility between traffic analysis zone (TAZ) boundaries and the boundaries of service areas surrounding individual transit routes. Transit service areas are defined here as the catchment areas surrounding transit stops that are bounded by a maximum walking distance to the route.

Incompatible boundary alignment can significantly affect the performance of TAZ-based aggregate forecasting models, particularly in the mode split and trip assignment stages. Traditional TAZ-based forecasting methods are insensitive to the ability of riders to gain access to the transit system. As a result, it is difficult to identify the portion of the trip-making population in a given TAZ that can gain access to the network within the limits of transit service areas.

A number of studies have demonstrated that walking distance to the nearest stop is a critical factor influencing the rate of use of urban bus service. Generally, the rate of use drops sharply in most areas after 100 m (0.06 mi), and in most cases, few riders will walk beyond 600 m (0.36 mi) (1–3). In practice, 0.25-mi walking distance is often used as the maximum walking distance or service area radius.

Extending this concept to the route level, each stop along a transit route will form its own service or catchment area defined by the service area radius. With sufficiently close stop spacing, the service areas will converge to form a service corridor centered on the main axis of the route. The width of the corridor may vary among transit systems according to local ridership behavior in using the system.

It has been argued that the service corridor is a more realistic geographic unit of analysis than the TAZ for transit ridership forecasting (4), but the boundaries of service corridors rarely coincide with the boundaries of the TAZ system. As a result, serious problems arise in mode split and trip assignment modeling for transit ridership.

Trip assignment is particularly affected by this inconsistency because the proportion of trip makers truly having access to specific routes cannot be identified and loaded onto those routes. For example, difficulties are encountered in large TAZs with dimensions exceeding the service corridor width; the possibility exists for the overassignment of riders to routes that can serve only a portion of any given TAZ. Conventional methods cannot systematically exclude riders from being loaded onto inaccessible routes within a TAZ (4,5). This problem is compounded with the use of all-or-nothing trip assignment, which loads all trips to the shortest path between a given TAZ pair. As a result, trips may be reassigned to some routes and underassigned to others. This problem may be alleviated by multiple path trip assignment, but better zone definition on the basis of accessibility is still necessary to ensure that trips are loaded onto the correct routes (4,6).

Mode split estimates are difficult to obtain because existing methods cannot easily exclude trip makers located beyond the service area of any transit facility. The inability to isolate inaccessible trip makers will result in an overestimate of potential transit trips within TAZs whose dimensions exceed the given service corridor width.

The zone incompatibility problem has been overcome in single-route forecasting through the service corridor approach (4,7,8). However, these methods are limited in their application to systemwide forecasting because the specialized zone systems generated in these cases are focused strictly on the service corridor of the route under study. Each route must generate its own specialized zone system, which will inevitably conflict with the specialized zone system of another route. Therefore, it is difficult to simultaneously forecast ridership among several routes by using a highly specialized zone system focused on each route—particularly in transit networks with extensive circuitry. This problem has been discussed in previous work (4,5).
This paper introduces a method to overcome the zonal incompatibility problem in systemwide ridership forecasting. The method described modifies the TAZ system to account for passenger access to transit and facilitates the execution of the four-step modeling process (i.e., trip generation, trip distribution, mode split, and trip assignment) in the modified zone system. Three critical problems are identified and addressed in meeting these objectives:

1. Construction of a modified zone system that preserves the structure of the TAZ system for execution of the four-step process yet accounts for passenger access to the transit system,
2. Modification of trip data in the TAZ system for execution of the four-step process in the modified zone system, and
3. Minimal modification of the four-step process for execution in the modified zone system.

The procedure described outlines the basic operation of the Zone Program, an experimental microcomputer program developed to modify the TAZ system and to allocate trips to specific routes within zones for use in mode split and trip assignment. This software was developed for execution with the Quick Response System II (QRS-II), a microcomputer-based modeling package for forecasting highway traffic and transit ridership. The software and the procedures described in this paper were developed concurrently with QRS-II.

METHOD

A major objective of the zone modification method is to preserve the TAZ system to the greatest extent possible. By preserving the TAZ system, it is possible to forecast transit ridership together with highway traffic and preserve a TAZ-based trip table. The approach seeks to refine the TAZ system rather than generate a separate, independent zone system as seen in previous single-route ridership models.

This approach makes unnecessary the complete transformation of the zone system, which results in a considerable saving of effort and expense in boundary realignment, data acquisition, and model execution. In addition, a single TAZ system ensures that trip generation and trip distribution need only be executed once for all modes of travel. This is particularly significant in trip distribution. Previous work has demonstrated that trip distribution models are highly sensitive to changes in zone structure (9–11).

An overview of the proposed zone modification procedure is presented in the framework of the four-step process in Figure 1. The left side of Figure 1 shows that the four-step process remains intact for both transit and highway traffic forecasting through the mode split stage. The right side of Figure 1 shows a parallel process, in which the TAZ system is modified and trip data are reformatted in the modified zone system for execution of mode split and trip assignment for transit. The zone modification procedure (shown in the right half of Figure 1) can be divided into three parts:

1. Modification of the TAZ system,
2. Identification of the distribution of combined trip productions and attractions (total trip ends) within each TAZ and the allocation of those trip ends to individual segments of zones for execution of mode split and trip assignment, and
3. Execution of modified mode split and trip assignment models for transit in the modified TAZ system.

Each of these parts is treated in detail in the following discussion. The procedure is described sequentially, beginning with the construction of transit zones and ending with the execution of mode split and trip assignment in the modified TAZ system.

Modification of the TAZ System

The TAZ modification procedure has two stages. In the first stage, the service corridor boundaries for every route in the network are simultaneously overlaid. Areas of intersection between corridors are identified and defined as “transit zones.” Each transit zone is labeled and a list is made of the transit routes serving that zone.

In the second stage, the transit zone coverage is overlaid on the TAZ boundaries to partition each TAZ into “subzones.” A subzone is defined as the area of intersection between a TAZ and a transit zone; each subzone is unique in its access to individual routes or a set of routes in any given TAZ. As a result, each modified TAZ is composed of subzones that represent refined areal units in each TAZ from which to load trips onto the network during mode split and trip assignment.

Figure 2 shows a hypothetical transit network and TAZ system used to illustrate the zone modification procedure. The first stage of zone modification is shown in Figure 3. The steps involved in this stage are summarized as follows:

1. Align corridor boundaries parallel to each transit route in the system and maintain parallel alignment when the main axis of the route changes direction (Figure 3A).
2. Identify areas of intersection between corridors and establish each as a separate and independent transit zone (Figure 3B).
3. Establish each transit zone as a separate areal unit and record the corresponding transit routes serving the zone (Figure 3B).

In this application, Pythagorean or air-line distance is the distance metric defining the service area radius.

This procedure produces a system of zones having irregular shapes and varying sizes; all transit zones in the system are unique in the access to their respective routes. “Sliver polygons,” or exceedingly small polygons generated by this procedure, are added to the nearest intact transit zone that shares the largest contiguous boundary. Areas in the study region having no access to any route are labeled accordingly and eliminated from further analysis.

The procedure continues, as shown in Figure 4, in which the transit zone system is overlaid on the TAZ system to partition each TAZ into subzones. Subzones in each TAZ are numbered and a record is kept of individual routes serving each subzone. The intersection of TAZs 3 and 12 (from Figure 2) and the transit zones created in Figure 3B results in TAZ 12 being composed of six subzones and TAZ 3 being composed of five (see Figure 4).
Modification of Trip Data in the Modified TAZ System

The system of partitioned TAZs provides the new framework for the execution of mode split and trip assignment. As a result, it is necessary to allocate trip productions and trip attractions to the subzones composing each TAZ before mode split and trip assignment are carried out. This intermediate step is needed to identify the proportion of trip makers having access to specific routes and in turn to restrict trips from being loaded onto routes beyond the service area radius in any given TAZ. In this procedure, trip productions and attractions are summed within each subzone to obtain the “total trip ends,” which represent a composite weight of the portion of trips loaded onto specific routes from each subzone on a roundtrip basis for most trip purposes.

For accuracy, the most desirable alternative for allocating total trip ends to individual subzones is to allocate trip generation input data from its raw disaggregated form to each subzone and carry out trip attraction and trip distribution calculations in each subzone before summation of total trip ends. With current geographic information systems, this procedure is possible provided that data are available in disaggregate (or at least minimally aggregated) form. However, the costs of data acquisition, encoding, and analysis may be prohibitive when equipment, funds, personnel, and time are limited.

A more efficient alternative is areal interpolation. Automated volume-preserving areal interpolation methods can be used to transfer area-based data from one set of geographical boundaries to another without the loss of individual observations during transfer. A comprehensive review of areal
interpolation methods is provided in several sources (5,12-14). This approach is documented in previous work for single-route ridership forecasting using the service corridor concept (7,8,15).

In the method presented here, total trip ends in a given TAZ are allocated to individual subzones on the basis of an areal split, in which the percentage of trip attractions and productions allocated to each subzone is based on the percentage of area occupied by each subzone in its corresponding TAZ.

The procedure is carried out in a two-step process. In the first step, trip productions and attractions are transferred from the original TAZs to the subzones. In the second step, trip productions and attractions are summed within each subzone to obtain the total trip ends.

Trip productions and attractions are transferred separately to account for differences in the spatial distributions of these two components. Trip attractions are generally concentrated at employment centers, shopping centers, schools, and other similar facilities (8), whereas trip productions may be more widely dispersed throughout residential areas. Therefore, two separate transfers capture the underlying variation in the distribution of the two components more effectively than a single transfer of the combined components.

The procedure described here is similar to the method described by Hunt et al. (7,8). After the subzones have been constructed in the TAZ system, the total area is measured separately for each TAZ and for all subzones in the system. Then the areal fraction \(w_s\) is obtained for each subzone \(s\) in its corresponding TAZ \(t\) using the following equation:

\[
w_s = \frac{r_s}{R_t} \quad \text{if subzone } s \in \text{TAZ } t
\]

where

\(w_s\) = the areal fraction of subzone \(s\) in TAZ \(t\).
\( r_s \) = the areal measurement of subzone \( s \) in TAZ \( t \), and 
\( R_t \) = the total areal measurement of TAZ \( t \).

Trip productions and attractions are then allocated to each subzone using the areal fractions obtained in Equation 1. At this point, the number of trip productions and attractions allocated to each subzone is a function of the area occupied by subzone \( s \) in TAZ \( t \). First, trip productions are allocated to each subzone using the following equation:

\[
p_{s} = p \cdot w_s \quad \text{if subzone } s \in \text{TAZ } t
\]

where \( p_s \) is the number of trip productions allocated to subzone \( s \) in TAZ \( t \) and \( p \) is the total number of trip productions in TAZ \( t \).

The same procedure is carried out for trip attractions allocated to subzone \( s \) in TAZ \( t \):

\[
a = A \cdot w_s \quad \text{if subzone } s \in \text{TAZ } t
\]

where \( a_s \) is the number of trip attractions allocated to subzone \( s \) in TAZ \( t \) and \( A \) is the total number of trip attractions in TAZ \( t \).

Trip productions and attractions allocated to subzone \( s \) from Equations 2 and 3 are summed to obtain the total trip ends in subzone \( s \). The sum is divided by the total number of productions and attractions in its corresponding TAZ \( t \) in order to obtain the weighted fraction of total trip ends \( f_s \) gaining access to the network through the subzone:

\[
f_s = \frac{(p_s + a_s)}{(p + A)} \quad \text{if subzone } s \in \text{TAZ } t
\]

The fraction \( f_s \) is then used as a weight to allocate the proportion of trips loaded onto the accessible routes serving subzone \( s \).

The method described is limited in its sensitivity to the internal distribution of productions and attractions in any given TAZ. Implicit in the procedure is an assumption that the data are distributed evenly throughout any given TAZ. This is rarely true, particularly for trip attractions. Thus, little information is available concerning the internal distribution of total trip ends within a TAZ, and the probability is high that total trip ends may be misallocated from the TAZ to its corresponding subzones (5).

To overcome this limitation, the procedure is refined by the construction of “vacant polygons” to modify the internal distribution of data in each TAZ. Vacant polygons are used to exclude undeveloped areas, where trip productions and attractions are not expected to occur, from interpolation, thereby reducing the magnitude of interpolation errors. Vacant polygons can be inserted to squeeze the distribution of trip attractions into areas along arterials or at highly localized generators (e.g., shopping centers, employment centers, etc.). As a result, a significant portion of the zone would be excluded from interpolation of trip attractions. For trip productions, vacant polygons are added to eliminate open spaces (e.g., floodplains, freeway corridors, cemeteries, parks, etc.). The use of vacant polygons is illustrated in Figure 5, in which the shaded areas represent areas where the data have been excluded for both productions and attractions.

At this point, an additional step is needed to convert the subzone system from an area-based format to a network-based format for execution of mode split and trip assignment. A single centroid is first placed in each TAZ, following standard modeling methods. Specialized links are then added to connect the centroid to specific routes serving individual subzones. Each specialized link, or subzone centroid connector, represents an individual subzone and links the TAZ centroid to each route serving that specific subzone. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 6. The weighted total trip end fraction calculated for each subzone is then assigned to its corresponding centroid connector to restrict the proportion of trips that may be loaded onto specific routes through the centroid connector.
Model Execution in the Modified TAZ System

One of the principal design objectives of the zone modification procedure is to minimize redundant execution of models in the four-step process yet account for access to transit. The procedure presented here allows execution of the four-step process to take place for all modes up to mode split, as seen in Figure 1. Within this framework, the same TAZ-based trip table produced in a single execution of trip distribution can be applied to all modes. The only changes in the four-step process lie in modifications of the mode split and trip assignment models. These changes must be made to account for increased sensitivity to transit access in the modified zone structure. The modifications described here have been implemented in QRS-II (16).

The current approach departs from more conventional applications of the four-step process for transit at the mode split stage. The primary difference is in how the travel disutility between zone pairs is calculated for comparison with other modes. A multinomial logit-based mode split model was adopted for this approach (16). This model uses a "weighted disutility," or weighted average of travel disutilities obtained between all subzones for each TAZ pair in the trip table. The modification replaces more conventional approaches, which use a single representative travel disutility from the centroid of each TAZ. Disutilities are weighted on the basis of the weighted total trip end fractions of trips calculated for each subzone using Equation 4. As a result, subzone pairs that support a higher proportion of trips between a given TAZ pair will contribute more to the overall travel disutility than other subzone pairs. In addition, areas in each TAZ that have no access to transit will not contribute at all to the transit disutility. This procedure is documented in detail elsewhere (16).

The transit trip table produced by the mode split model is entered into the transit trip assignment model in the final stage of the four-step process. Under this approach, transit trips are loaded onto the network on a subzone-to-subzone basis, rather than on a TAZ-to-TAZ basis. The TAZ-based trip table is expanded to account for subzone-based trips by using the weighted total trip end fractions obtained in Equation 4. Trips are loaded separately onto the network between all possible subzone pairs within their corresponding TAZ pairs, resulting in an expansion of trip loadings between all TAZ pairs in the system. Referring to Figure 6, the cell in the trip table originating in TAZ 3 and ending in TAZ 12 could be expanded up to 30 times as these trips are separately loaded onto the network between each possible subzone pair within the larger TAZ pair.

This procedure is described in the following equation, in which the weighted total trip end fractions \( f \) for each subzone are multiplied by the total number of trips between the TAZ pair to obtain the number of trips loaded onto the network between each subzone pair. For all possible subzone pairs in the trip table that begin at TAZ 3 and end at TAZ 1, the number of trips loaded onto the network from the origin subzone \( k \) in TAZ 3 to the destination subzone \( m \) in TAZ 1 is obtained as follows:

\[
I_{km} = T_{km} f_{km} f_{km} \quad \text{if subzone } k \in \text{T AZ } 3 \quad \text{and subzone } m \in \text{T AZ } 1
\]

where \( I_{km} \) is the number of trips assigned to the network between subzone \( k \) and subzone \( m \) and \( T_{km} \) is the number of trips distributed between TAZ \( b \) and TAZ \( e \) from the transit trip table.

The TAZ-based trip table is maintained because trips are still assigned between TAZ centroids. However, trips are loaded onto the transit network through centroid connectors \( k \) and \( m \) at both ends of the TAZ pair. The number of trips permitted to travel through each centroid connector is restricted by the weighted trip end fraction associated with its corresponding subzone.

The modifications of mode split and trip assignment models described above are found in QRS-II. In practice, QRS-II expands the trip table from a centroid-to-centroid basis by assigning trips to the network on a centroid connector-to-centroid connector basis. Further details concerning the implementation of these modifications are documented elsewhere (16,17).

An additional feature of the QRS-II is a stochastic multipath trip assignment algorithm for transit. The algorithm, termed Newdial, assigns riders among all reasonable routes serving the subzone pair, thereby accounting for route choice among trip makers. The Newdial model is a variation of Dial's original multinomial logit-based multipath trip assignment algorithm (18); it incorporates transfer penalties, access times, wait times, fares, and other measures of disutility in calculating travel times along each path between a given origin and destination. A complete description of the model is provided by Horowitz (17).

Route choice and its behavioral implications must be considered in a systemwide modeling approach that accounts for user access to specific routes. This is particularly true when service corridors overlap, and the subzones created from the overlap may be served by a set of routes that offer a variety of choices to potential riders (4). It follows that trips loaded onto the network should be assigned to any reasonable path between any given origin and destination. Under conventional all-or-nothing trip assignment methods, route choice is based entirely on the shortest path between any given TAZ pair, because it is assumed that potential riders will always select the shortest path between an origin and destination. However, riders may not always select the optimal route because of limited information concerning travel disutility (19). In other cases, riders having a choice between two routes will board the first bus to reach the stop regardless of the service characteristics of the route (20). In still other cases, travelers may perceive one route for reasons of safety, convenience, intervening opportunities, or other similar route characteristics.

Despite the behavioral advantages of multipath trip assignment, a major criticism of models incorporating Dial's method for multipath trip assignment is the Axiom of Irrelevant Alternatives. It has been shown that in many applications the model will assign an inordinate number of trips to relatively insignificant links lying within efficient paths and that the majority of trips will be assigned to denser parts of the network—particularly in cases where different paths may use the same links (21,22). As a result, the behavior displayed in the model may not represent the behavior of urban travelers.

For highway networks this shortcoming is serious. However, it has been effectively argued that this problem is not as critical in transit networks (5,17). Transit networks are
rarely as dense or as interconnected as street networks, and the reluctance of passengers to transfer between routes will place limits on the number of available efficient path choices. The refinements in zone definition enable access to individual routes to be the most important criterion in trip assignment. In addition, multipath trip assignment allows route choice to be considered in the loading of trips between zones having access to more than one route. With travel alternatives more clearly defined, behavior is accounted for in a more realistic manner than in conventional methods. Individual choice between routes may now be based on route service characteristics such as headways, travel times, and transfers, rather than on the simple assumption that riders will always choose the shortest path (17).

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXECUTION OF THE ZONE MODIFICATION METHOD

The zone modification method described in this paper was developed for execution with QRS-II, a microcomputer-based travel demand model that forecasts both highway traffic and systemwide mass transit ridership.

The zone modification method was originally executed using the Zone Program, a highly specialized experimental microcomputer package that calculates area-based weighted trip end fractions for TAZs. The program specifications and descriptions of algorithms in the program are detailed in a separate report (5). Input to the program consists of an encoded QRS-II transit network, the coordinates of the TAZ boundaries (registered to the coordinates of the transit network), and the corridor width specification for construction of transit zones. The Zone Program carries out the zone modification procedures, allocates trip productions and attractions to subzones within TAZs, and calculates the weighted trip end fractions, which are output to a report file. The weighted trip end fractions are input into the QRS-II transit network as “weighted area splits” (16).

Additional work has shown that the use of geographic information systems (GISs) may be a feasible alternative to the Zone Program for TAZ modification. A vector-based GIS can carry out TAZ modification with line buffer polygon generation and polygon overlay procedures. With some additional effort, trip productions and attractions can be allocated among subzones within TAZs, and in turn the weighted trip end fractions can be calculated and output to a report file for encoding the weighted area splits in the QRS-II transit network.

Preliminary tests using these procedures on the Wausau Area Transit System, a small urban bus network in Wisconsin, indicated a significant decrease in transit ridership estimation errors compared with conventional methods that use intact TAZ systems and all-or-nothing trip assignment. With minimal modifications to model parameters, Lindquist (5) reported systemwide root-mean-square (RMS) error rates of 12 percent using the zone modification system compared with systemwide RMS error rates exceeding 43 percent using conventional methods over a wide range of parameter settings. Test results also indicated that multipath trip assignment is more effective in reducing ridership estimation errors than is all-or-nothing assignment in a modified zone system. However, multipath trip assignment errors increased drastically when the TAZ system was left intact. In contrast, zone modification did little to improve ridership estimates for all-or-nothing assignment (5).

CONCLUSIONS

The zone modification method presented in this paper can be described as a way to refine the TAZ system to both remove potential trip makers located outside of transit service areas and more clearly identify the portion of trip makers who truly have access to specific routes serving each TAZ. The preservation of the TAZ-based trip table to minimize redundant execution of the four-step process differentiates this approach from previous approaches.

The zone system’s improved sensitivity to passenger access permits modifications of mode split and trip assignment models that were not possible before. Under this approach, mode split estimates are refined by removing potential passengers who do not have access to the transit network. Mode split estimates are further refined by incorporating a weighted dissimilarity utility calculated for all intersubzone trips between a given TAZ pair.

Trip assignment is refined by restricting the proportion of trip makers in a TAZ that may be loaded onto specific routes serving that TAZ; trip makers outside individual route service corridors are prevented from being loaded onto those routes. Route choice in overlapping service corridors is addressed by using multipath trip assignment.

Three major problems were overcome in the development of this procedure: (a) modification of the TAZ system to account for passenger access to the network, (b) identification of the distribution of total trip ends in each TAZ and allocation of total trip ends to individual subzones in each TAZ, and (c) modification of the four-step modeling process in the modified zone system.

The problem of TAZ modification is addressed by refining the TAZ system without radically realigning the zonal boundaries. A TAZ-based trip table can be maintained throughout the four-step process without losing sensitivity to passenger access. As a result, redundant model execution among modes as seen in previous single-route approaches can be avoided. Modifications of the four-step process lie in modification of mode split and trip assignment models—not in the separate execution of the four-step process among modes.

The success of initial tests suggests that further study in the application of the zone modification procedure to systemwide mass transit ridership forecasting is warranted. First, tests of the method over a wide range of urban bus networks are needed to provide insight into the reliability of the method for a wide range of applications. This is particularly important in large urban systems with a high proportion of crosstown routes that would produce a complex web of overlapping service corridors.

Modes other than local bus service should also be investigated for adaptability to the service area concept. Such analyses would be more complex because the service area is not simply defined through walking distance. Access to modes such as express bus or rail can be gained through other modes of travel. Service areas would necessarily include the networks...
of these other modes. Such an approach introduces a number of problems not considered in previous studies using this method.

An alternative to areal interpolation should also be explored for allocation of total trip ends among subzones. Although areal interpolation has been an efficient technique in the allocation of total trip ends to individual subzones of each TAZ, previous studies have indicated that accuracy may be a major issue in its implementation. However, areal interpolation can be an acceptable technique to allocate total trip ends to subzones, particularly in sketch planning applications where efficiency is desired.

An alternative to this technique may be to incorporate GISs into transportation planning. As geographic data sources become more readily available for a wider variety of applications, raw trip generation data may be stored in a GIS at a relatively low level of aggregation; when necessary, the data can be conveniently assembled in subzones for calculation of total trip ends in the modified zone system.

Initial tests have shown that the TAZ modification procedure is an effective method for reducing errors in systemwide ridership forecasting on urban bus networks. The zone modification method presented in this paper thus provides an effective alternative to conventional methods in systemwide mass transit ridership forecasting. It provides a strong argument for discarding more-conventional approaches to transit ridership forecasting. The transit planner should not be required to settle for a suboptimal zone system when alternative methods are available that can quickly generate a zone system that considers passenger access.
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